
 

Woodbury + Mohonk Lake Two Days Tour 
 
Departure: TUE, THU, SAT 
Price: Double $108 |Third Person $76 | Fourth Person $76 | Single Person $158 
Departure Location 
8:00AM   Chinatown    87 Bowery, New York. NY 10002 
8:30AM   Flushing    135-20 39th Ave, Flushing, NY 11354 
 
Day1：Lake Park- Mysterious Hole 

Mohonk Lake’s area is a national famous historical spot that covers an area of seven thousand 

eight hundred acres, near the mountain. There are 265 guest rooms in the dream castle and is 

composed of 18 main towers, whose design is a blend of France, Italy and the UK style of 

landscape structures. The Maple trees and hundred year old pine tree coiling of rocks are all 

around in scenic areas. There are many pavilions for visitors to rest, and the beautiful scenery 

makes you feel like it’s a fairyland. In addition, there is also a standard Scotland style golf 

course, an indoor swimming pool, rowing canoes, and cross country climbing. By the carriage, 

you can visit a garden maze and other entertainment facilities, as well as other kinds of leisure 

activities. There are also mysterious caves that were formed in the last ice age, 38000 years ago 

by the great waterfall pouring and melting glaciers. Whenever there is a slightly acidic water 

erosion of rocks, a hole is slowly formed. The mysterious caves are composed of Caymans 

limestone rocks and the Manlius limestone of the Silurian period. Visitors can find two 

different periods of transition and evolution through 85 feet of limestone cave. See the flooded 

and dried ancient sea formed over 4000 years ago by looking at the evolution of the limestone. 

After thousands of years of mining, cave water has fallen over the walls of the cave, creating 

many huge gold stone in the ceiling and floors. Of course, there are stalactites hanging on the 

wall and ceiling of the cave, and stalagmites on the ground.  

Hotel：Days Inn, Comfort Inn or La Quinta equivalent 

 

Day2： West Point-Woodbury 

Visit the first military academy of the United States at West Point by bus in the morning. It’s 
one of the oldest military academies which have the longest history in the United States. The 
United States Military Academy(West Point), British Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, the 
Russia's Frunze Military Academy , the France's Saint-Cyr military academy are famous as the 
four military academies in the world (*We will arrange Military official guides to assist your 



 
visit at the academy, so you must prepare your effective ID card.) Then go to the shopping 
city—Woodbury outlets. Here is the shopping center of discount. It is the biggest direct selling 
center in the world. Not only do they have a unique design, but they also have many famous 
high-end brands, like Burberry, Coach, Dolce & Gabbana, Fendi, Prada and so on. There is 25% 
to 65% in discounts every day. 
 


